
A Tim Nicholls-led Liberal National Government will undertake a 
speed limit review on Queensland roads to make sure limits are sensible and safe.

The Problem
The speed limits on many roads around the state are 
a result of legacy limits. They have not kept up to date 
with the increased standard of roads or do not take 
into consideration local variances.

Congestion costs motorists time and our economy 
money. Having fit-for-purpose speed limits will help 
alleviate congestion and get you home sooner.

The do nothing Palaszczuk Labor Government has not 
continued the LNP’s successful first speed limit review 
and has no plan to ease congestion.

Our Record
In government, the LNP invested in road safety with a 
two-year $350 million Road Safety Action Plan which 
saw Queensland’s lowest road toll on record in 2014.

The LNP made sure speed limits were sensible and 
safe. Our Road Safety Action Plan included a speed 
limit review of 100 roads across the state. This was 
the first time the speed limits on this many roads had 
been thoroughly reviewed.

The LNP took over 3000 nominations from 
Queenslanders which were shortlisted to 100 roads.

Road safety engineers and police undertook safety 
assessments on the roads, which resulted in changes 
including:

• Increasing the speed limit on the Leichhardt, 
Carnarvon and Warrego Highways from 100 kph to 
110 kph

• Reducing the speed on the Scenic Highway 
between Yeppoon and Emu Park Road to make 
the hilly route safer

• Removing several speed changes – creating one 
limit – along stretches of the D’Aguilar Highway 
and Olsen Avenue on the Gold Coast, and

• Increased speed limits on Waterworks Road at 
Red Hill, Ashgrove and The Gap; Beenleigh-
Redland Bay Road and Narangba Road.

Our Real Plan
A Tim Nicholls-led LNP Government will undertake 
a second speed limit review of 100 roads to ensure 
speed limits are appropriate for individual roads.

This will allow the government to receive feedback 
on issues with speed limits and roads across 
Queensland.

It is important for Queenslanders to nominate speed 
limits for review – they are the ones who drive these 
roads every day.

The short list of 100 roads will be assessed by police 
and road safety engineers so we get sensible and 
safe outcomes for Queensland motorists.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Will the review mean my speed limit will go up?
Submissions to the speed limit review will be short 
listed to 100 roads. Police and road safety engineers will 
assess the short-listed roads for suitability and safety.

Depending on the outcome of the review, a road’s 
speed limit can either increase, decrease or stay the 
same. In a number of cases speed limits along a stretch 
of road may increase and decrease to create a standard 
limit.

When will the new speed limits be in place?
It is expected the review will take approximately 12 
months from opening submissions to announcing 
outcomes. If there are recommendations for speed 
limit changes there will be a slight delay between the 
announcement and when the new limit will be in place.

This is to enable changing road signs and road paint 
etc.

My road was on the short list last time but did not 
change – can I re-submit it?
Submissions on roads that were assessed under the 
LNP’s first speed limit review are welcome but keep in 
mind that the road was only assessed a few years ago. 

With over 3000 submissions received, many did not 
make it to the short list and we will be aiming to assess 
as many diverse roads around Queensland as we can.

Are submissions only for speed limits you want 
increased?
No. Queenslanders can submit roads they believe need 
to have their speed limit increased or decreased. In 
some scenarios, motorists may know a road that has 
too many speed limit changes and their submission 
may be for speed limit consistency.

What if I disagree with a submission? E.g. a 
submission calls for a speed increase but I think it 
should stay the same.
Don’t worry – there will be an opportunity for you 
to give the speed limit review team feedback if you 
disagree with a submission. You can also let your local 
MP know or put in an alternative submission.
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